**MTW Publications 2019/2021**

**Briefing Papers and Reports:**


Booker, E. (2020, August). *A conversation on mentoring with Indigenous girls and young women*. The Participatory Cultures Lab. Montreal, QC.


**Toolkits:**


**Book Chapters:**


**Journal Articles:**


**Conference Papers:**


Mitchell, C. (2019, April). Keynote address Me too, we too: Inclusive strategies to address sexual violence and rape culture. Concordia University, Montreal.

Mitchell, C. (2019, April). Keynote address. The politics and possibilities of girl-led and youth-led arts-based approaches to addressing gender-based violence, Peter Wall Institute & Green College, UBC, Vancouver, BC.

**Workshops/Conference Presentations:**

Young Indigenous Women’s Utopia (2020 November) *Community Arts As A Source Of Resistance*. Workshop 4 at Indspire National Gathering, Online. (Lesson Plans; English, French)
De Finney, S. (2020, June). *Land-Body Retellings: Indigenous Responding to Colonial Gender Genocide*. Keynote address given at Imagining Virtual Symposium Imagining the possibilities and potentials for pedagogies of reconciliation Canada, McGill University, Montreal, QC.


Mitchell, C. (2019, April). Keynote address Me too, we too: Inclusive strategies to address campus-based sexual violence and rape culture. Concordia University, Montreal.


Mitchell, C. (2019, March). Keynote address. The politics and possibilities of girl-led and youth-led arts-based approaches to addressing gender-based violence, Peter Wall Institute & Green College, UBC, Vancouver, BC.


**Papers:**


**Master’s Theses:**


Moreno, Shantelle (Forthcoming). Arts-based community-engaged research with Indigenous and racialized girls, young women, and youth of all genders. University of Victoria.

Other Works:

Young Indigenous Women’s Utopia. (2019) Young Indigenous Women’s Utopia [self published]


Events:

More than Words in Addressing Sexual and Gender-based Violence: A Dialogue on the Impact of Indigenous-focused Youth-led Engagement Through the Arts on Families and Communities (3 & 4 October 2019), McGill University, Montreal, Quebec.